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The definition of the ultrapowers operation can be so phrased as to 
use an arbitrary complete Boolean algebra in place of the usual 2 I. This 
more general rotion of ultrapower shall be called Boolean ultrapower 
while the world "ul;rapower" by itself will have only the usual mean- 
ing. I do not know of a single proof about ultrapowers which cannot be 
translated irectly to a corresponding proof about Boolean ultrapowers. 
At the same time the extra flexibility of the more general notion pays 
great dividends; we will be able to construct isomorphic Boolean ultra- 
powers for elementarily equivalent models, good ultrafilters, and satu- 
rated ultrapowers. This can all be done without recourse to any false 
axioms for set theory (e.g. the G.C.H.). The concept of Boolean ultra- 
power is implicit in the work of Scott and Solovay on Boolean valued 
set theory and is explicit in Vop~nka's treatment of the same subject. 
What we do ;,s to develop Boolean ultrapowers as a serious and useful 
tool in Model Theory. 
1. Boolean ultrapowers 
The I~st step in the construction of a Boolean ultrapower is to defir~e 
the structure which plvys the role that M z plays in the usual case. A 
first-order q~-valued model consists of a set M together with a collection 
of functions from varims finite powers of M into the complete Boolean 
algebra qs. When the Boolean algebra is {T, F } these functions are just 
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the relations of  the model  and the definit ion reduces to  the standard 
one. In the more general case the functions are the qfl-valued relations 
on M. The definit ion of  truth extends easily to q~-valued models. The 
truth function I1" II is an assignment of  value in q~ to each sentence 
~(m 1, ..., mn) and is defined as follows: 
IIR(rn I , ..., rnn)lt = R(ml  , ..., m n) 
II ~0 v ¢ II = II ~oll v II ~ II 
II 7 .~11 - 7 II ~011 
113x~(x)-  V II~0(m)ll 
m~M 
Where for X c_ qfl, V X is the least upper bound of X and AX is the 
greatest lower bound of  X; a complete Boolean algebra is a Boolean 
algebra in which every set has both an 1.u.b. and a g.l.b. This definit ion 
of truth satisfies the all- important condit ion that if ~o is a logical conse- 
quence of  ~k, then II ¢, II <_ II ~11. Boolean algebra itself was invented by 
George Boole just in order to insure this property for the propositional 
calculus. The extension to the predicate calculus and complete Boolean 
algebras is done in Rasiowa and Sikorski [ 101. For a modern treatment 
the reader is referred to Rosser [ 1 1 ], Chapter 3 Section A. 
For M an arbitrary two-valued structure we construct aq3-valued 
elementary extension M (~). The base set of MC~) is the set of all func- 
tions from M into q3 whose ranges partition qfl i.e. 
{ f ~qflM . V n ,  m ~ M[m ¢ n --* f (n)  hf (m)  = 0] 
A V f (m)=l}  
mEM 
I fR  is an n-place relation on M we extend it to aq~-valued relation on 
M (~) by 
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?1 
R( f l ,  "", fn )  = V { /~ f / (mi )  • (m s) ~ M n A R(ml ,  ..., m n) } 
i=l 
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el 
v f t (mi )  
R(ml ..... m n) i=l 
It is to be noted that the equality relation receives no special treatment, 
but is extended just like any other relation. 
I I f=gll  = V f(m)Ag(n) 
mmn 
.-- V f(m) A g(m) 
m 
It is east to check that if Ill = gll = 1 , fand  g are the same function 
from M into qo. 
In the theory of ultrapowers, the object which corresponds to II soil is 
the set of coordinates at which so holds. The first theorem can be used 
to show that truth value in the general context has all the properties 
that it is trivially seen to have in the special case. 
Theorem 1.1. For 0 any formula in ,he language of M, 
llo(f,, . . . ,  f , ,) l l  = 
I1 
v fi(m ). 
O(m t ..... m n) i=1 
Proof. For 0 atomic the theorem is true by definition. For O = so v $,  
II0(f, g)ll = Ilso(f, g)ll v I1~ (f, g)ll 
- (  V f(rn) Ag(n))v( V f(m) Ag(n)) 
~(m, n) ~(m, n) 
= V f (m)  AGO2) 
~(m, n) V ~k (m, n) 
Fore  "" "1 ~, 
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I10 (f, g)ll = 7 Ik0(f, g)ll 
= 7 V f(m) Ag(n). 
~(m, n) 
But the set of  all values in q~ of the form f(m) a g(n) is a partit ion of  c,3. 
Hence 
7 V 
~o(m, n) 
Finally, i f0 = 3x~o, 
II0(f)ll = 
/ (m)Ag(n)  = V f (m)Ag(n)  
-'1 ~o{m, n) 
V I1,: f f ,  g)ll 
.?~M (~) 
= V V f(m" ,, g(n)  
g ~o(m, n) 
V V .f(m) 6 g(n)  
~(m, n) g 
For each fixed m in M we can define a function m* in M (~) 'by  
1 i fx=m 
m*(x) : { 
0 i fx~m 
Then 
O(f)>_ V f (m)An*(n)  
~o(m, n) 
= V /t in) 
,:(m, n) 
But also, V f (m)  A g(n) <_ f (m).  Therefore, 
g 
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f,O(f)ll-- V f (m)  
~(m, n) 
= V f (m) .  
::Ix~(m,x) 
While the above proof  was done only for one or two parameters it is 
clear that the same steps work for ar y number of  parameters. 
"rneore:n I. 1 instantly imp~.;es, 
CorolI~:'y 1.2. The map m -+ m* is a:~ elementary imbedding o f  M into 
M(~ 7. 
What is meant here that a sentence ~o(m~, ..., rn~') has value one in 
M (~) iff so(m I , ..., rn k ) is  true in M, and conversely has value zero iff it 
is false. We see that this follows instantaneously from 
k 
II~o(m~, ..., m~-)ll = V /Ik m*(ni) . 
~o(n I . . . . .  n~:.) i = 1 
One particular application of this corollary is that the equality 
axioms are all valid. The careful reader might question our right ~o use 
the C~.valued relation defined previously as at. equality relation. After 
all, equality has some rather special properties. But these special proper- 
ties are valid. By removing the universal quantif iers and replacing 
a -~ b = l by a <_ b, this comes to 
( I )  Ilf =fl l  = 1 
(2) IIf= gll = IIg =fl l  
(3) IIf = gll ^ IIg - hll <_ Uf = hll 
(4) IIJ = g[I ^  II~0(g)ll <_ IIs0(f)ll • 
As we shall see these four properties are extremely useful in simplifying 
algebraic expressions. 
Another easy fact is thz* IIf = m*ll = f (m).  This lies at the heart of  the 
intuitive motivation for M (q~). For f~ M (q~) the condit ion that 
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V f (m)  = 1 translates to 3m[m ~ M A f= m] ; which is another way of 
m 
say ingfE  M. Thus to getM(m) we start with the setM arid add to it all 
those abstract objects x with IIx ~ MII = 1. Under this interpretation 
Theorem 1.1 now says that the formula ¢0  r, g) is equivalent to 
am, n EM[ f  = m ^ g  = n m~o(m, n)].  The next theorem shows that we 
have indeed added al193-elements of M to Mt ~a). 
Theorem 1.3. i f{  b i } iE l  is a pairwise disjoint collection from 93 and 
{fi }t~I is any collection from M (~), there is an f in  M(~) with 
IIf= f/ll _> b i. 1fin addition V b t = l, this f is unique and will be written 
t 
ib 'fi. 
Proof. We may as well assume that V b i = 1. For otherwise we could de- 
i 
fine a new index set J = I u{I} and put b I = -1 V b i and take fz to be any 
i 
element of M (m). With this assumption let 
f (m)  = V b i ^f i (m) 
i 
We must first show that f~  M (~). Accordingly, assume m ~ n, then 
f (m)  A f (n)  = ( V bi A f~(m)  A ( V b~ Afj(n)) 
i l 
= .V. b i Ab/^ fi(m) Afj(n). 
I,I 
But i #: ] implies b i A b/= 0 and i =] implies f / (m)~ f/(n) = 0, thus 
f (m)  ^ f (n )  = 0. Also 
V f(m) : V V b i Af/(m) 
m m / 
: V V b i A f i(m) 
i m 
=V bi = 1 . 
i 
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We now show that. b i ^ IIf = fill = bi. 
b i n I lf= fill = b i A V f (m)  A f i (m)  
m 
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= V V b i Ab /A  f i (m) . \ f / (m)  
m / 
= V b i ^J~.(m) = b i . 
m 
For uniqueness assume that for each i IIf = fill >- bi and IIg = fi!! ~- bi" 
Then 
al /= gll >_ IIf = fill ^ = gll 
>_ b i 
Ill =gll>_ Vb  i = 1.  
i 
We have already noted two functions which are equal with value one 
are equal. 
The Z -notation for elements of M(~ ) will have certain very useful 
algebraic properties and will be used extensively in Section 2. One 
should check that f=  ~mf(m)"  m*  and (~ ib i "  m*) (m)  = 
= V { b i : m i = m}. In the future we shall drop the *'s from these two 
equations. 
Theorem 1.4. Fo any formula  ¢ (x )  there is an f in  M(~)  with 
II-~ x~o(x)ll -II~o(f)ll • 
Proof. Let ,ga)a<x be a well-ordering for MC~). Then 
3 x~o(x)ll - Y Iko(ga)ll 
ot<h 
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Let b a 
and V 
a<x 
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= II~(ga)ll - V II~0(ga)!l. Then a ~ # implies that b a A b a = 0 
t3<a 
ba = II 3x~(x)ll. P i ck f inM( '~)  with I l l "  gall >- ha. Finally, 
II~(f)ll >~ IIf = gall A ll~O(ga)ll 
_> b a 
II¢(f)li>_ V b a 
= II 3 x~(x) l l .  
De f in i t ion  1.1. For v an arbitrary ultrafilter on q~ we can define a two- 
valued model M(~a)/v, called the (cB, ~) ultrapower of  M. This is done in 
the obwous manner; theq~-valued relations on M(~) are factored by the 
ultrafilter. In symbols, 
M(~)/v  ~ R( f t ,  . . . , fn)  ill" R( f l ,  . . . , fn )E  u . 
Theorem 1.5. ¢ ( f l ,  .... fn)  is true m M(~)/v  iffll~o(f 1.... ,fn)ll E ~. 
Proof. For ¢ atomic this is true by definition. For ¢ = 0 v @, 
II,pll e v :-= I1011E u v l l@l l  ~ v 
~ Mt'°)/u ~ 0 v M(~)/u ~ @ 
For ~o = -I ,/,, 
I t , l l  e~ v = - I  II ~11 E v 
--" I1~011 ~ ~' 
-M(~)/v t¢ VJ =-M(~)/v P ~o 
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For ~ = 3x~(x),  a consequence of Theorem 1.4 is that 
Ik011E v = 3f[ll~b(f)ll E v] 
-=- ] f [M('~)/v I:: ~b(f)]  
- -M'~) /z ,  ~ axe(x ) .  
Corollary 1.6. M.(°~/v is an elementary extension o f  M. 
At the beginning of the paper it was implied that for cB = 2 t the con- 
cepts of Boolean ultrapower and ulr~rapower coincide. What is meant of 
course is that M(2Z)/v ~- M l /v .  The isomorphism in question is the map 
which associates to each f in M t the map m ~ I '--1 { m } in 31(m). One 
checks that 
{ iE f :~p( f l ( i ) , . . . , fn ( i ) )  } "- I I~( f l l ,  ..., fn- 1)11 
aa~d hence this map is well-defined on equivalence classes and structure 
preserving. For the sake of completeness we inc!ude a definition of the 
saturation property. A set of sentences of one free variable is satisfiable 
in the model M if there is a single m in M which makes each true. 
Def'mition 1.2. M is ~-saturated if whenever P is a finitely satisfiable set 
of sentences of one free variable and P is of cardinal < K, r is also satis- 
fiable. 
Def'mition 1.3. The ultrafilter v is countably incomplete if there is a 
de~cending sequence (b n ) with b n E v for every n and A b n = O. 
t l  
Theorem 1.7. A Boolean ultrapower with respect to a countably incom- 
plete ultrafi lter is ~ t'saturated. 
Proof. Let { ~n (x)} n ~ 0, be a countable collection of formulae with one 
free variable. By taking conjunctions ff necessary we may assume that 
~o n is a logical consequence of ~ , . ! .  Now let (b n ) be a descending se- 
quence from v and let a n = b n ^ II 3 x~o n(x)ll. Then for each n, a n E p 
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and A a n = O. Let c ,  = a n - an+ 1 ; choose fn in M(~) with IliOn (fn)ll = 
n 
= II 3Xgn(X)ll;  choose f~ M(m) with ! l f=fnl l  >_ c n . Then for k >_ n, 
II¢n(f)ll >_ IIf=fkll  ^  II9n(fk)ll 
>-"f=fk" ^II*kCfk)" 
>_ c k • 
Thus ,  
II% (f)ll >_ V c k = a n E v . 
n<k 
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We shall generalize the easy theorera that [ 1, page 125 ] 
(M I / ta ) J ]v  ~- M IX J [ la  X v .  
Unfortunately the straight forward generalization without side condi- 
tions seems to be false and the proof is no longer entirely easy. The 
reader who is willing to believe that ur der ce~ tain conditions an iterated 
Boolean ultrapower may be written as a single Boolean ultrapower may 
skip this section. 
Ifa~ and q0 are both complete Booleml algebras a new algebra q0 (at) 
may be defined as follows. The base set ofq~(a{) is at(~), but with the 
two-valued equality relation; two functions are equal in cB(at} iff they 
are equal functions. In the X-notation of Theorem 1.3, the elements of 
c~(at) can be written in the form ~ ibi" a i where (b i) is a pairwise dis- 
joint sequence from qfl with V b i = 1 and (a i) is a sequence from a( allow- 
i 
ing repetitions. In this notation the operations of q~(a0 are 
( ~ b , .a i )v  ( ~_l b~.a) )= ~(b ,^b~) . (a i  va  ~) 
i E  I ]E J  i,] 
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(E b,.,,)^( E ? 
i~ l  jE J  i,] 
"-1 ~ b i 'a  i = ~b i ' ' - l a  i . 
If/a is an ultrafilter on .~ and v is an ultrafilter on qs, 
~f'~ b i . a i E ta X v = V { b ~ " a i ~ la } ~ v . 
One checks dlat u x v is an ultrafiller on qs(~). 
The algebra qs(s~) contains both ~ and q8 as subalgebras. The injec- 
tion of s~ into qS(s~) is a -+ 1 "a and the injection of q8 into qs(~) is 
b -* b- 1 + -1 b" 0. (The R.H.S. of the first arrow is a)"~, -form with one 
term and the R.H.S. of the second is a ~ -form with two terms.) An 
ultrafilter X onqS(~) is of the form ta X u i f~b  i .a i ~ ;k implies there is 
an i with a i E k. While qs(s~) is not necessarily complete one should 
verify that the sets of the fo rm{~i  b i 'a i , /} /~ j  always have sups. 
Proposition 2.1. V j~/b  i .ai/ =~i  bi " V~ aij . 
Def'mition 2.1. For ~,  q~ complete Boolean algebras, .~ satisfies the < 
chain condition with respect o q8 if for every function P mapping 
into q~ with 
P(a)^P(a ' )>O-~a:a '  or aAa '=O 
there is a collection { b i } c_ q8 with Vib  i = 1 and for each i, 
I{a :P (a )Ab i>0} l<~ . 
l.emma. I f  q8 satisfies the < ~, ~ dist, ibu .on law and X is a set o f  parti- 
t ions o f  98 wi th  IXI < r,  then the par  iti,.n~ ,'n X have a common refine- 
ment.  
Proof. For P G X, V P = 1. Therefore: 
A V b : l .  
PEX b~P 
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By the < r, ** distribution law, 
v A f(p): l .  
For each such f def'me bf = Ap f(P). 
ref'mement. 
{ b y " f (P) E P} is the common 
Theorem 2.2. f f  q5 satisfies the < ~, ** distribution law and s~ satisfies 
the < K chain condition with respect o q~ and cB(af) is cgmplete, 
M(~( ~))/I~ × v ~- (M(~)/~)(~"~)/v . 
Proof. If { bi} iEt is a pairwise disjoint sequence from q5 with V i b~ = 1 
and {f/} iEI is an arbitrary sequence from M (~), let the symbol 
~ib i . f i  stand for the function from M intoq~(af) defined by the equa- 
tion 
(~b i  " fi ) (m) =~ b i . f i(m) . 
The major task in the proof is to show that every function in M(~(a)) 
can be expressed in this form. We first check that~b/ . f / i s  always in 
M(~(a)). For m ~ n, 
( ~ b~ .fi(m) ) A ( ~ bj-J}(n) )= ~ (b, A bi).(fi(rn)  ^  f/(n)). 
i,i 
But in the 2~ form we may neglect hose i for which b i = O. Thus, 
(bi A b/). (ft(m) A f/(m)) = ~ b, . (fi(m) ^ f/(n)) 
i,/ 
=~bi .O  
=0.  
Using Propositiolt 2.1, 
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V ~b i ' l l(m) =~b i ' l  = 1 
m i i 
ForF~ M (~(a) )  and m ~ M, F(m) is a function from ~into~,  thus 
we may define a/ 'unct ion P from -~ into q~ by 
P(a) = V F(m) (a). 
rrl 
Suppose that a 4: a' and P(a) ^  P(a') > O. Then working through the 
definitions we obtain a pair (m, n) ~- M 2 such that F(m)(a) ^  
nF(n)(a') > O. By definit ion ofCB(zf), F(m)(a) n F(m)(a') = O, thus 
m 4= n. But now in qs(~),  F(n) ^  F(m) = 0 and 
F(n)^F(m) = ~ (i:(n)(x) ^ F(m)(y))" (x ^ y) 
x ,yE  g{ 
Thus, F(n)(x) ^ F(m)(y)  > 0 -* x zy  = O. In particular a ^a'  = O. By 
the chain condit ion there is a collection {bi} i~1 from qfl such that 
V i bi = 1 and 
(*) I{a 'P (a )  hb  i>O}l<K . 
For each i and eacL a in M we can define a partit ion of hi, 
{bi^F(rn)(a) . m~M } t2 {biA-IP(a)} .
From line * it follows that there are only < r different partit ions of this 
sort and so they have a common ref inement,  {bii }j~]. All terms of the 
form b i A F(m)(a) appear in partit ions of  which { b i /} i~ j  is a refine- 
ment;  thus 
F~m)(a) ^bit > 0 iff bit 1_- F(m)(a). 
Furthermore,  since V a F(m)(a) = 1, 
{a • F(m)(a) >_ bil } #= O . 
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For a ~ a', F(m)(a)  ^  F(m)(a') = O. Thus 
V i, ], m 3 ! a[bi/<_ F(m)(a) ]  . 
Define fi/(m) to be the unique a guaranteed by the above line. Then 
V A F(rr)( fzT(m)) = V bq = ] .  
i,] m i , ]  
And, a fortiori 
V A F (m)( f (m) )= 1. 
fE~ M m EM 
One checks that for f ~ M(~), A m E M F(m)( f (m))  = 0. Thus 
V A F(m)( f (m))  = 1. 
/EM (~) M 
Now define fo r fE  M (~), 
bf = A F (m)( f (m) ) .  
mEM 
Our claim is that F = ~ bf . f .  We must first show that fo r f~ g, 
bf A b e = 0. Choose m ~ M with f (m)  ~ g(m). Then 
bf Ab e <_ F(m)( f (m))  ^ F(m)(g(m)) = O . 
In order to prove our claim we use the 2nd equation given just after the 
end of Theorem 1.3. We show that for very m ~ J:4 and a ~ M, 
r(m)(a)  = V h i .  
/(m)=a 
Since V/b: = 1, 
But i f f(rn) =.~ a, 
F(m)(a) = 
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F(m)(a) = F(m)(a) A V bjr 
I" 
= V A F(n)(f(n)) AF(rn)(a). 
jr hEM 
F(m ,(f(m)) A F(m)(a) = O. Thus 
V A F(n)(f(n)) 
f (m) = a n 
V bf ,  
[(m) = a 
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b i ' f  i ~ ~ bi. [ f  i] . 
We show that for any formula 9, 
II.,D(X-~z~__abi.fi)llEtaX u iff I I¢ (L Jb i  [ f / l ) l l Eu .  
Restri,;ted to atomic formulae and their negations this says that the 
above ma~, is an isomorphism from M(m(~s))ha x v onto (34( ~ )/t~(q~)/v. 
By Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 2.1, 
I I~o(~ b i ' f  i)ll = V ~ bi ' f i (m) 
~oCm) i 
= b i .  V Y i (m).  
i ~(m) 
Thus, 
which is what was to be showr. 
Now that we know that eve;y element in M (q~ (~)) is of the form 
~bi f  i the proof is almost complete. For f  in M(a) 'et I f]  be the equiv- 
alence cla,~s o f f  with respect Io ta, i.e. { g • Ill = gll E/a }. The map from 
M (~t~)) onto (M(~)/ta) (~) is defined as 
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i 
-:V{b~ 
=- V{b i 
• v f /m)eux  
~m) 
• V f/(m) e~,}~v 
,4m) 
"Mc~')lu ~ ~([4]  } e ,, 
Theorem 2.3. lfq~ satisfies the < ~I , oo distribution law, 2 °J satisfies 
the < ~1 chain condition with respect oq3. 
Proof. Given P : 2"  -* q~ with P(X) ^  P(Y) > 0 -~ X = Y or X A Y = 0, 
let Q(n)= Vne x P(X). Then 
A V (Q(n)-~ P(X))= 1. 
n n~X 
Therefore,  
V A (Q0:)  -~ P ( f (n ) ) )  = 1 . 
nE f(n) r. 
Let bf  = A n (Q(n)-, P(f(n))). Suppose P(X) ^  bf > 0 and X ~ o; pick 
n E X. Then  n ~ X n f (n)  and 
P(X) A ('2(n) -, P(f(n)) > O . 
(P(X) A -1 Q(n)) v (P(X) A P(f(n)) > O . 
But since i~ ~ X, P(X) <_ Q(n). Therefore P(X) A P(f(n)) > 0 and 
X = f(n). 
Theorem 2.4. I f  ~satisfies the < ~1, .o distribution law then 
~(2" )  = qs ' .  
Proof. Giv,an .t 'e (2")(q~) we give the n th  coordinate o f  its image in 
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~'~, namely Vn ~ x f(X). It is straightforward to check that this is a 
continuous injection ofq~ (2 `0 ) into q~`0 even if q~ does not satisfy any 
distribution laws. For (b,) ~ q~" we define its preimage in q3(2`0) and 
so this injection is onto. We note that V n b n v -1 b n = 1. Thus, letting 
b ° = -1  b. and b 1. = b., 
V A bfn(n) = 1 Q 
fE2`0  n 
The preimage of (b n ) is the element~__~ 2o, A n bfn(n)" { n "f (n)  = 1 }. 
Corollary 2.5. f f  q3 satisf ies the < ~l  , o. d is t r ibut ion law q3(2`0) is com-  
plete. 
§ 3. Isomcrphic Boolean ultrapowers 
We shall prove that any two elementarily equivalent, ~-saturated 
models have isomorphic Boolean ultrapowers. We will then use the 
results of Section 2 to make the same conclusion for arbitrary infinite, 
elementarily equivalent models. The statement "M is elementarily equiv- 
alent to N"  will be written M - N. 
Def'mition 3.1. For M, N two structures of the same type, an inner 
product on M X N is a function (m, n) from M × N into a complete 
Boolean algebra such that 
k 
(1) II~ (mi,  n i )>  0 
i---I 
iff (M, m 1 , ..., m k) = (N,  n I , .... n k) 
(2) V (m, n) = V (m, n) = 1 . 
m n 
In the above we have suppressed mention of the relations on M and N 
with the understanding that they are there. Those familiar with the 
Boolean valued set theories will recognize at once that M, N admit a:a 
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inner product iff they are isomorphic in some Boolean extension of set 
theory. 
Suppose that M, N are infinite, elementarily equivalent, ~l-saturated 
models, we construct an inner product between M and N. The f'~rst step 
is to define the Boolean algebra. This will be done by using the regular 
open algebra of a certain topological space. We write f : M g N to mean 
that f is a partial function from M into N such that (M, domf)  = 
- iN, range f). Let 
T={f  • I f l=~ 1^f 'MgN}.  
Given a countable partial function Q from M into N, let [Q] = 
= { f ~ T" ~ _c f }. The [ Q ] 's form a base for a topology on T and B is 
to be the regular open algebra of that topology. 
LemmaA. [Q] ~Oi f fQ :MgN.  
Proof. Let Q0 "M g N. Consider { Q • M ~ N A Q0 c_ Q }. This set is 
partially ordered by inclusion and so has a maximal chain. Suppose tba~: 
chain is countable; Fhen if Q is the union ot the chain, Q is countabl,~ 
and Q • M g N. We show that any such condition can be extended, 
which would contradict the countability of the chain. There is an 
n E N - range Q. Let r be the set of ~(x) with one free variable and 
constants from range Q and N ~ ~o(n). F is countable and finitely satis- 
fiable in M. Thus there is an m ~ M with M ~ ~0(m) for every ~o ~ r and 
therefore Q u {(m, n)} is the desired extension. Thus the chain is un- 
countable and its union is an element of [ Q0 ]. The converse is imme- 
diate. 
Lemma B. i7 ([Qn ] )n ~ to is any decreasing sequence o f  non-empty baze 
sets, A n [Qn I ~ O. 
Proof. [Qn+x ] c_ [Qn ] iff Qn ~ Qn+l, thus Q = O n Qn is a countable 
function from M into N. Furthermore, (M, dom Qn ) = (N, range Qn ) and 
thus (M, dom Q> -- (N, range QL 
l .emma C. q~ satisfies the < ~1, ,b distribution law. 
§ 3. Isor'orphic Boolean ultrapowers 3 '. 5 
(This is a standard consequence of Lemma B and will not be proved 
here.) 
Theorem 3.1. fhef imct ion (m, n) = { f~ T : f (m)  = n } is a~-valued 
#mer product on M x N. 
Proof. We first note that { f~ T: f (m)  = n } is a clopen subset of 7' and 
therefore an element of qS. Also, 
k k 
/~ (mi,  ni)  = 0 (m i, n i )  
i=1 i=1 
Thus/X% k (mi, n i) is non-zero iff there is an f in T with f (mi)  = n i for i=1 
each i, and so property ( 1 ) of tile definition of inner product holds. 
The two statements V m (m, n) = 1 and Vn(m, n) = 1 are entirely sym- 
metrical; we prove the first. Suppose V m (m, n) < 1. There would then 
be a non-zero [QI with [Q] n V m (m, n) = 0. Thus [Q] would be an 
open set disjoint from the interior of the closure of U m (m, ~); hence 
!Q] n Urn (m, n) = 0. 
The set U m (m, n) is just the set o f fe  T with n ~ rangef so in order 
to prove a contradiction we need to show that Q can be extended to a 
countable Q' : M P~ N with n c::_ range Q'. This follows instantly from the 
~l -saturation of M. Let P be the set of formulae of one free variable in 
parameters from range Q and for ¢(x) ~ I', N ~ ¢(n). This set is finitely 
satisfiable in M and therefore *.here is an m ~ M with M ~ ¢(rn) for each 
¢ E F. Then Q t.; { (m, n) } is the desired extension. 
Theorem 3.2. I f  there is a CB.vahted inner product on M X N then 
M (q°) ~ N ('~) and therefore M(q~)/v ~- N('~)/v. 
Proof. The isomorphism is the function F defined by the equation, 
F( f ) (n )  = V (m, n)  ^  f (m)  . 
m 
We also define a function H from N(~) onto M (m), 
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H(g)(m) = V (m, n) Ag(n) .  
n 
The first step is to show that H = F - l  and consequently F is 1 - 1 and 
onto. Thc two components  of  this claim axe that F -  H and H .  F are 
both identity functions. These two statements are entirely symmetrical  
and we prove that F -  H is the identity. For  m 0 ~ M, 
H(F(f) ) (m O) = V (m O, n )^ F( f ) (n )  
n 
= V ((m O, n) A V (m, n) ^ f (m))  
n m 
= V V (m 0, n) A (m, n) A f (m) .  
r/ m 
But (m o, n)  ^  (m, n) = 0 unless m 0 -- m, thus 
H(F(f))(m O) = V (m 0 , n )A f (m 0 ) 
I1 
= f (mo)  A V (m O, n) 
n 
= f (mo) .  
We now show that F preserves truth values. By Theorem 1.1, 
II¢(F(f))ll = V F(f) (n)  
= V V (re, n) A f (m) .  
An) m 
If (m, n) ~ 0, ~o(m) is equivalent to ¢(n). 
§ 3. Isomorphic , oolean ultrapowers 
II~(F(f))ll = V V (m, n) ^ f (m)  
n ~m) 
= V V (m,n)  A f (m)  
~m) n 
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= V f (m)  = Ik0(f) l l .  
~(m) 
Corollary 3.3. / fM  = N and bot~ are infinite, they have isomorphic 
Boolean ultrapowe~ s. 
Proof. Any non-princip',d ultrafilter u on 2 '° is countably incomplete. 
So by Theorem 1.7 and Corollary 1.6 Mt2t°)/u and NC2'°)/la are elemen- 
tarily equivalent and ~i-satmated. By Theorem 3.1 and Lemma C they 
therefore admit an inner prod act into a complete Boolean algebra satis- 
fying the < BI, o0 distribution law. Therefore, by Theorem 2.2, Theo- 
rem 2.3, Corollary 2.5, and Theorem 3.2, 
-~ Nq~(2~°)/~ × v . 
Definition 3.2, A Boolean ultraproduct is an ultraproduct of Boolean 
ultrapowers. 
Theorem 3.4. A model class is EC a if. ¢ it is closed under Boolean ultra- 
products and its complement is closed under Boolean ultrapowers. 
Proof. The proof is word for word identical to the usual proof using the 
G.C.H. and Keisler's theorem. 
Definition 3.3. Two models M, N are "isomorphic" if there is a Boolean 
extension of set theory in which they are isomorphic. 
Theorem 3.5. I f  the theory T is categori:'td in power 2~0, then all 
models of T of  power >_ 2 ~0 are "isomorphic". 
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Proof. Since the model of power 2~o is an ultrapower, it is ~l" 
saturated. Hence the Skolem-L6wenheim theorem yields that all models 
of power >_ 2~0 are ~l -saturated. 
§ 4. Good ultrafilters 
We shall begin by giving a translatior of two often quoted theorems 
of Keisler to the Boolean case; the proo's are both simpleminded vari- 
ants of Keisler's proofs. Then by a careful choice of Bo61ean algebra we 
wil'. be able to give a good ultraf'dter and a saturated Boolean ultrapower. 
This process will incidently give a Boolean ultrapowers of inaccessible 
cardinality, something which has not yet been done for ultrapowers. 
For ~, an arbitrary infinite cardinal S,., (~) is the set of finite subsets 
of X. A function f from S,~ (X) into the Boolean algebra q5 is monotoni- 
cally decreasing if x c__ y implies f (y )  <_ f(x'); f is multiplicative if 
f (x  u y) =f(x)  ^ f (y ) ;  g is a refinement of f if g(x) <_ f(x).  
Definition 4.1. An ultrafilter v on q~ is good for ~ if it is countably in- 
complete and every monotonically decreasing function from S~o(~,) into 
v has a multiplicative r finement whose range is a subset of v. 
Definition 4.2. v is K-good if it is good for every ~ < K. 
We first prove the theorem for which this defiriition was designed. 
Theorem 4.1. l f  p is r-good, M(~)/v is K-saturated. 
Proof. For I" a set of formulae of one free variable and I a finite subset 
of r ,  define ¢t(x) =/~ I. We must show that if II'1 < K a~d for each I
x~t(x) is true in M( ~ )/1,, then there is an f in M( ~)[~, with ~0t (.f) true 
for every 1. To do this let (an)hE w be a strictly decreasing sequence 
from v with A n a n = 0; let 
f ( I )  = all I ^  II 3x~z(x)il 
(where lit is the cardinal of I, in this case a finite cardinal). 
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f ( / )  is monotonically de.:reasing and IPI < K, thus f has a multiplicative 
refinement g. Define 
h(r)  =g( / ) -  V {g(J) • III < IJI) • 
The first step is to prove 
(1) O<h( J )^g( I )~ IC_ J .  
Suppose that I g J. Then [JI < II u J; and 
h(J) ^ g(1) <_ (g(J ) - g(I u J)) ^ g(I) 
= (g( ja _ g( l )  ^  g ( J ) )  \ g(1) = O. 
If h(J) A h(/)  > 0, then h( J )  ^g(1) > 0 aad h(1)  Ag(J) > 0. Thus 
(2) O < h( J )  Ah(1)  -~ l = J . 
The third necessary fact is 
(3) V { h( J )  " 1c  j } = g( I )  . 
To prove this let b = g(1) - V { h(J) • I _ J }. We suppose by way of 
contradiction that 0 < b and then produce a J ~ I with h( J )  ^ b > O. 
Let c n = V { g ( J )  • IJI = n }. The sequence (Cn)nEto is decreasing and 
A n c n = 0 (since c n <_ an) and b <_ Cll I. Thus there is a number k with 
b - c k < b - Ck+ 1 i.e. b A C k -- Cg. 1 > 0. This can only be the case if 
there is a J with IJI = k and 0 < g( J )  ^ b - ck + l . But g( J )  ^ b - ck + 1 = 
= (g( J )  - ck+ l )  A b and g( J )  - Ck. l = h( J ) .  Finally g( l )  ^ h( J )  >_ 
>_ bAh( J )> 0; l ~ J. 
For each I pick f t  in MCq~ )/v with II 3 x~ol(x)ll = II~/(ft)ll, and let 
f =~ h( I ) . f  t. Then, if J ~ 1, 
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II~o1(f)ll >_ IIf=fjII ^ II~0t(fj)ll 
>_ IIf= fjII ^ II~oj(fj)ll 
>_ h( J ) .  
"*t(/)" -> v {h(J) • I c_ j}  
= g( l )~  v .  
With the usefulness of good ultrafilters thus firmly established we 
turn to the construction of such an ultrafilter. A function into qfl - {0 } 
is disjoint i f f (x)  Af(y)  > 0 implies x =y;  f can  be disjointed if it has a 
disjoint refinement. 
Definition 4.3. The Boolean algebra ~ is < g disjointable if every func- 
tion intoqfl - {0} of cardinal < g can be disjointed. 
Defmition 4.4. A subset D of CB has thefinite intersection property 
(f.i.p.) if 9 ~ D and every f'mite product from D i:, a member e fD.  
Theorem 4.2. Ifq~ is < K disjointable and D has the fi.p. and IDI < 
and f is a monotonically decreasing function from S,o (~ ) into D for 
some X < K, then D can be extended to set D' having the fi.p. ,2nd con- 
taining the range of  a multiplicative refinement o f f  and with ID'l < K. 
Proof. Fory  ~ D andx ~ S,~(X) y ^f (x )  > 0, thus the function 
y ^f (x )  has a disjoint refinement h(x, y). Def'me 
g(x)=V {h(z,y)" x c_ ZAy~D}.  
For x _c z, 
h(z, y) <_ y ^f(z)  <_ f(z) <_ f (x ) .  
Hence g is a refinement off .  Furthermore, 
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g(x l) ^g(x  2) = V { h(zl, ; , ,)  ^  h(z2, y 2) • x I c_ z I ^x  2 c_ "2} • 
Thus, by the disjointness of h, 
g(x l )^g(x  2) = V {h(z ,y )  • x 1 C z AX 2 C z} 
= V { h(z, y)  . x l tj x2 c_ z}  
=g(x 1 u x2). 
Since both D and range g are multiplicative we may take 
D' = { y hg(x)  " y ~ D ^x ~ S,o(X)}, 
provided this set does not contain 0. Buty  ^ g(x)  >_ h(x, y )  > O. 
The next step in our program is to find a Boolean algebra c£ which is 
< ICgl disjointable. If{q~i }iEt is a collection of Boolean algebras, tim 
direct sum ~i93 i  can be defined as the unique complete Boolean algebra 
satisfying a certain universal mapping property. Namely, for each i there 
must be a continuous injection ~ mappingq~i into ~ cB i. In addition, for 
any complete Boolean algebra.~, if thete is a collection of continuous 
injections gi :q~i ~ ~,  then there must also be a unique continuous 
f "  ~ q3 i ~ .~ such that for each i f i ' g  =gi. If each cB i is given as the 
regular open a.gebra of a topological space T i, then ~ q~i is the regular 
open algebra cf tile space [] iT i  with the usual product opology. In this 
case 
f i (b )={se  l-] T i ' s ieb  } .  
i 
Now let ~ be an inaccessible cardinal and let c-£ = ~ a<r  2a- is the 
regular open algebra of[ - Ia< K a where each coordinate is given the dis- 
crete topology. 
l.emma A. q6 is < K disiointable. 
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Proof. In the space l--Ia<~: a the open sets are unions of  base sets of  the 
form 
n 
{S:  /10~ sa iEA i} ,  
i=1 
where each A i is a subset of  %. Hence the projection of  an open set onto 
the ath coordinate is all of  a for all but finitely many a. So if X is set of  
regular open sets of  cardinal < K, there is a X with IXI < X < K such that 
for each U ~ X, the project ion of  U onto the Xth coordinate is all of  X. 
X may be decomposed as a disjoint union of  IXI non-empty,  disjoint 
sets; say X = U { Au  " U ~ X} .  Then { U n fx(A v) • U ~ X } is a parti- 
t ion of  X. 
l .emma B. -33 satisfies the < K cha#z condit ion.  
Proof. Suppose that X is a collection of  non-empty,  disjoint base sets 
and ISl >_ K. Each base set is uniquely determined by a finite funct ion s 
with s(a) _c a; sj and s 2 give disjoint base sets iff for some a, s I (t~) ^  
v s2(a) = 0. Let X n = {s ~ X : Isl = n } ; for some n, IX~,I _> ~. We prove 
by induction that this cannot happen. X 0 c_ { 0 } < r .  If IX k + 11 >_ K one 
easily obtains a pair (a, At  such that I{s ~ X~+ l : a ~ doms  ^ s (a )  = 
= A }1>_ ~. Then {s : s u {(a,A ) } ~ Xk÷ l } violates the inductive as- 
sumption t'or k. 
Lemma C. Iq~l = K. 
Proof. Let X be the set of  all those elements of ~ which can be ex- 
pressed as a sup of  < r base sets, and let s~ be the subalgebra of  q~ gen- 
erated by X. Since K is inaccessible there are only K base sets and 
Is~l = r .  Any element ofq~ can be written as a disjoint sup of  a subset 
of  at. But by Lemma B any disjoint set has cardinal < K. Thus Iq~l is no 
larger than the set of  subsets of  K of  cardinal < ~. 
Theorem 4.3. There is a K-good ultraf i l ter on ~33. 
Proof. For X < r ~sw(x) l  = r x = K. Hence IUx<~ q~S~(X)l = K and this 
theorem follows in a straightforward manner  from Theorem 4.2. 
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Corollary 4.4. I f  IMI < r and v is a ~-good ultraf i l ter on cB, 
IM( ~ ) lvl = K . 
Corollary 4.5. /3" IMi < K and v is a g-good ultraf i l ter on cB, then 
M( "~ )Iv is a saturated model .  
To complete our theory it would be nice if we could exhibit a 
Boolean ultrapower wlfich is not an ultrapowcr. While this problem 
remains open, we can give a near example. 
Corollary 4.6. /;'or On the class o f  ordinals and (96, v) as above, On('n)/v 
is not  an u l t rapower  o f  On. 
Proof. Suppose that for some set I, On('~)/v ~- OnS/ta; we may assume 
that III is a regular cardinal and that ta is a uniform ultrafilter. The lan- 
guage we are considering for On consists of the linear ordering < to- 
gether with a numeral for each cardinal number. Thus the isor'- ~rphisn~ 
must map the predecessors of ~o * in On(m)/v onto the predecessors o'? 
~o* in On#/~u. But then Itol/lJl = kc. c~/v l  = ~:, and therefore 111 > K. Let 
X = III, it is well-known that no increasing sequence of type X is cofinal 
with X#/~. But cB satisfies the < ~ chain condit ion; for any f~ ;~(~), 
{o : f (o )  > 0 } has cardinal < X and so is bounded in X by some ordinal 
o/. Then I I f< o711 = 1, and hen,:e the sequence (a*)a< x is cofinal with 
X~'~)/v. 
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